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Up-to-date volume, organized for quick access to phrases related to greetings, transportation,
shopping, emergencies, other common circumstances. Over 700 entries include terms for
modern telecommunications, idioms, slang. Phonetic pronunciations accompany phrases.
The audio CD contains all of the dialogues in the book.
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects, viz.: I. Of the
Origin and Design of Government in General, with Concise Remarks on the English
Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of
American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections
With more than 200 new entries, this updated edition boasts almost 2,000 common phrases and
colloquial expressions used in contemporary American English. From greetings and good-byes
to everyday small talk, each entry is presented in a realistic context. Special attention to the
needs of nonnative speakers includes usage restrictions and cautions as well as a phrase-finder
index for on-the-spot reference. An essential dictionary for all students of English who want to
know the most common expressions in American speech today.
Make Your Bed
With Exercises for Practice and Tests
NTC's Super-Mini Common American Phrases
Common American Phrases in Everyday Contexts
A Detailed Guide to Real-life Conversation and Small Talk
Watch Your Tongue
Traces the origin of common American-English words and phrases. Also explains how
the English language developed and words are formed.
Learn the language of Nebraska . . .and 49 other states With more entries than any
other reference of its kind, McGraw-Hill’s Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal
Verbs shows you how American English is spoken today. You will find commonly used
phrasal verbs, idiomatic expressions, proverbial expressions, and clichés. The
dictionary contains more than 24,000 entries, each defined and followed by one or two
example sentences. It also includes a Phrase-Finder Index with more than 60,000
entries.
These 770 basic phrases cover most everyday situations: transportation; shopping and
stores; food; medical and emergency situations; entertainment; and postal, banking,
and other services. Includes a phonetic pronunciation guide.
Here's something new and exciting from NTC, the leading publisher of books for
students of English as a second language. Electronic dictionaries on CD-ROM make it
easy to look up a word or phrase instantly and have access to thousands of typical
American English example sentences. The student can store selected entries in his or
her personal electronic notebook. Conduct faster, easier research with eDictionaries on
CD-ROM -- Open and search any number of dictionaries at once -- Internet link
provides updates and additional entries -- Free on-line site for purchasing additional
reference materials -- Each eDictionary also includes two bonus dictionaries: NTC's
Dictionary of Acronyms and Abbreviations and NTC's Dictionary of Proverbs and
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Cliches
Their Origins and Meanings
What Our Everyday Sayings and Idioms Figuratively Mean
Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism
Common American Phrases in Everyday Contexts, 3rd Edition
Learn English: Must-Know American English Slang Words & Phrases
Expresiones Norteamericanas Corrientes
With 100+ full-page illustrations, The Illustrated Histories of Everyday Expressions
introduces readers to the fascinating, humorous, and often unbelievable origin stories
behind the English language’s most common sayings! Why do we bring home the
bacon, instead of some other salty meat? Whose beans are we spilling, exactly? Why
was that cat in the bag to begin with? Every day, English speaking people turn phrase
after phrase, idiom after idiom, with no actual idea what they are saying! Sure, the
meaning of these expressions has long been established, but rarely do we stop to think
about where they come from. The Illustrated Histories of Everyday Expressions will
profile 64 of the greatest idiom origin stories through simple text and captivating
illustration. No longer will you wonder why getting a goat is so frustrating, or why
hatters are so mad (and no, that one doesn’t come from Alice in Wonderland)! With The
Illustrated Histories of Everyday Expressions, everyday phrases come to life! Inside this
charming little hardcover volume, the illustrated idioms will be arranged
chronologically, with the oldest expressions appearing first, working all the way up to
the present day. Each entry will provide the saying’s definition and origin story, laid out
cohesively within a funny and captivating illustration of the strange and wonderful longforgotten story. Whalen Book Works is an independent book publishing company that
combines top-notch design, unique formats, and fresh content to create truly innovative
gift books. We bring together a talented team of writers, designers, illustrators, and
artists in order to develop strong editorial content that brings a book to life!
A book to help Spanish speakers master the English language, this comprehensive
reference contains 1,700 common phrases and colloquial expressions that Americans
frequently use in their greetings, goodbyes, and everyday small talk. A Phrase-Finder
index makes it easy to find partially remembered phrases using key words.
Do you want to learn English the fast, fun and easy way? And do you want to master
daily conversations and speak like a native? Then this is the book for you. Learn
English: Must-Know American English Slang Words & Phrases by EnglishClass101 is
designed for Beginner-level learners. You learn the top 100 must-know slang words and
phrases that are used in everyday speech. All were hand-picked by our team of English
teachers and experts. Here’s how the lessons work: • Every Lesson is Based on a
Theme • You Learn Slang Words or Phrases Related to That Theme • Check the
Translation & Explanation on How to Use Each One And by the end, you will have
mastered 100+ English Slang Words & phrases!
Spanish is the official language of twenty countries, and you are probably planning on
visiting one of these.
The Illustrated Guide to Everyday Expressions of American English
A Dictionary of American Idioms, Sayings, Expressions and Phrases
The Great Book of American Idioms
Easy French Phrase Book NEW EDITION
Over 700 Phrases for Everyday Use

Do you feel that it's "like pulling teeth" when you want to learn new sayings?
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Would you like to be able to discover new American idioms and phrases that
will make communication "a piece of cake"? Sure, you can learn English with a
language course or a textbook just fine, and climb up the ranks in terms of your
grasp of the language... but are you sure you can talk like a native? For starters,
many expressions used by fluent speakers of English can't exactly be learned in
a book, and it can be frustrating to realize that your formal learning hasn't been
enough to teach you the way people talk in real life. Sometimes, it's all about
having the right tools at your disposal... and this is where The Great Book of
American Idioms comes in! Written to act as a powerful addition to your other
English-learning resources, this book will allow you to: Discover over 1300
different idioms and sayings, covering hundreds of different subjects Learn the
correct definition and usage of each expression, ensuring that you know
exactly when you can say them out loud during a conversation Visualize
examples of the sayings in common conversations, helping you understand
their context Take advantage of important tips we provide you in the
introduction and conclusion of the book, so that you can boost your learning
and get a much better understanding of the English language. What are you
waiting for? Over 1300 idioms and expressions are awaiting you! Don't miss out
on learning why this "dark horse" will help you "see the big picture"!
A useful guide to everyday American English to help you understand meanings
and avoid difficulty in translation In this new edition of Common American
Phrases in Everyday Contexts, noted lexicographer Richard A. Spears shares
with you 1,900 of the most common phrases and colloquial expressions used in
contemporary American English. Here you will discover the greetings, goodbyes, and everyday small talk that Americans use daily. All entries have been
selected with the special needs of you, the nonnative speaker of English, in
mind! Inside you'll find: Examples or short dialogues with each entry that
illustrate how the phrase is used in everyday speaking Usage restrictions or
warnings for those situations when a phrase may be inappropriate Shortened
or abbreviated expressions cross-referenced to their complete forms A PhraseFinder Index to help quick and easy reference
Based on a Navy SEAL's inspiring graduation speech, this #1 New York Times
bestseller of powerful life lessons "should be read by every leader in America"
(Wall Street Journal). If you want to change the world, start off by making your
bed. On May 17, 2014, Admiral William H. McRaven addressed the graduating
class of the University of Texas at Austin on their Commencement day. Taking
inspiration from the university's slogan, "What starts here changes the world,"
he shared the ten principles he learned during Navy Seal training that helped
him overcome challenges not only in his training and long Naval career, but
also throughout his life; and he explained how anyone can use these basic
lessons to change themselves-and the world-for the better. Admiral McRaven's
original speech went viral with over 10 million views. Building on the core
tenets laid out in his speech, McRaven now recounts tales from his own life and
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from those of people he encountered during his military service who dealt with
hardship and made tough decisions with determination, compassion, honor,
and courage. Told with great humility and optimism, this timeless book
provides simple wisdom, practical advice, and words of encouragement that
will inspire readers to achieve more, even in life's darkest moments. "Powerful."
--USA Today "Full of captivating personal anecdotes from inside the national
security vault." --Washington Post "Superb, smart, and succinct." --Forbes
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive
reactions white people have when their assumptions about race are
challenged, and how these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this vital,
necessary, and beautiful book (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator Robin
DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and allows us
to understand racism as a practice not restricted to bad people (Claudia
Rankine). Referring to the defensive moves that white people make when
challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions such as anger,
fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including argumentation and silence. These
behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent
any meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo
examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and
what we can do to engage more constructively.
Listen & Learn Italian
NTC's Dictionary of Everyday American English Expressions
McGraw-Hill's Dictionary of American Slang and Colloquial Expressions
Listening for Ielts
A Detailed Guide to Real-Life Conversation and Small Talk
Advanced American Idioms
Designed as a quick reference andstudy guide, this up-to-date volume
isorganized for quick access to phrasesrelated to greetings,
transportation,shopping, emergencies, and other commoncircumstances.
Over 700 words,phrases, and sentences include termsfor modern
telecommunications, idioms,and slang. A phonetic
pronunciationaccompanies each phrase.
This language-learning system offers the chance to quickly and
efficiently develop the practical Italian needed for travel. 2 CDs
with 90 minutes of material feature phrases and sentences spoken first
in English and then in Italian, followed by a pause for repetition.
The accompanying 80-page manual contains each word and phrase on the
CDs.
Learning everyday expressions is now more convenient for non-native
speakers of English thanks to these pocket-size dictionaries. Each is
a compact, yet complete and up-to-date, reprint of one of NTC's topselling ESL titles.
Explains the meaning and implication of 400 phrases commonly used
throughout the English-speaking world, such as: eager beaver and sour
grapes.
English - Khmer Phrases Dictionary
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Easy Italian Phrase Book
McGraw-Hill's Conversational American English
Common Phrases
And Where They Come From
+1000 Common Spanish Phrases to Travel in Spain and Latin America With
Confidence!
Essential Phrases to Build Your Confidence in Speaking Spanish Get all the essential Spanish
words and expressions you need to travel in a Spanish-speaking destination. 1,000+ Spanish
words and expressions translated into English. Perfect for travelers and Spanish-learners alike.
Comes with an easy phonetic pronunciation guide. Audio tracks included for listening and
pronunciation practice (audio download) Sorted into Themes for Easy Formatting and Navigation
From basic phrases to problems you may encounter while traveling, say the right things at the
moments you need them the most. Formatted for easy navigation, the phrases are sorted into
different categories and the clickable table of contents makes it easy for you to browse and locate
topics quickly. Simple Phonetics for Easy Pronunciation Each phrase or sentence comes with
simple phonetics to help you quickly pronounce words and phrases like native speakers do. Audio
for Pronunciation and Listening Practice Aside from the useful pronunciation guide, you will also
get free audio tracks to help you pronounce Spanish sounds properly. Follow along with the
Spanish narration and give your listening skills a quick boost, too! Perfect for Travelers and
Learners Alike Whether you are: A complete beginner who wants to give your Spanish an instant
boost Someone who learned Spanish before and wants to reactivate it A traveler who wants to
navigate through a Spanish-speaking destination with the help of a good phrasebook ...this book is
for you. Technical Details: 1,000+ useful Spanish words and expressions with English translations
and pronunciation guide Audio files Ready to travel or kick-start your Spanish lessons?
Download your copy now!
If your listening is preventing you from getting the score you need in IELTS, Collins Listening for
IELTS can help. Don't let one skill hold you back.
A guide to several hundred common American idioms and slang phrases such as "to get
something straight,""to mooch," and "in the bag" provides definitions, examples of usage,
variations, and explanations when appropriate. A list of common abbreviations, such as "ASAP,"
and their referents is also included. (MSE)
NTC s Super-Mini Common American Phrases contains 1,700 common phrases and colloquial
expressions used in contemporary American English. This dictionary contains phrases that
Americans frequently use in their greetings, goodbyes, and everyday small talk. The entries have
been selected with the special needs of nonnative speakers in mind and are presented in realistic
contexts. The most useful and up-to-date guide of its kind, this book is an invaluable reference for
all students of English who want to know the most common and colloquial expressions used in
American speech today.
Ntc'S Super-Mini Common American Phrases
McGraw-Hill's Dictionary of American Idoms and Phrasal Verbs
You Already Speak English-- Now Speak it Even Better!
Easy Spanish Phrase Book NEW EDITION
A Book about the Origins of Everyday Words and Phrases
Little Things That Can Change Your Life...And Maybe the World

Contains more than 770 basic Spanish words, phrases, and sentences
for travelers, grouped by category, and covering greetings, customs,
tickets, transportation, dining, shopping money, and many other
topics.
This guide helps new speakers unravel the mystery of colloquial
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American speech. Each of the 1,700 entries includes a mini-dialogue
that dramatizes the meaning and use of phrases in greetings,
goodbyes, and in small talk.
Easy for everyday communication. Short Clear Version for Khmer
people who wants to learn English.
Learn more than 3,000 English expressions and speak and understand
the language easily As a new speaker of English, you may hear some
expressions in your daily conversations that you do not
understand--yet. McGraw-Hill's Conversational American English will
help you learn these expressions, so not only do you know what a
person is saying to you, but that you can use the expression yourself!
More than 3,000 expressions are organized by theme, so you can find
what you are looking for quickly. And each topic is illustrated to
further help you understand context. The book features: Common
expressions are batched into 350 themes, ranging from general
greetings and asking how someone is, to the more specific needs, like
showing disbelief, asking someone’s intentions, and expressions for a
forgotten word or name A comprehensive thematic glossary provides
an additional means for the learner to locate expressions by key words
and concepts Topics include: Basic Social Encounters, Greetings,
Small Talk, Introductions, Ending a Conversation, Good-Byes,
Agreeing, Disagreeing Conversational Encounters, Focusing Attention,
Launching the Conversation, Making Friends, Complex Matters,
Disputes, Discussion and Resolution, Polite Encounters, Prefaces,
Communication Barriers
Over 770 Basic Phrases for Everyday Use
A Guide to Everyday Usage
Speak English Like an American
The Primrose Path
Essential Idioms in English
The Big Book of American Idioms
Phrases, idioms, and clichés—why do we say the things we say? Watch Your Tongue
explores weird and wonderful everyday sayings and what they reveal about us. Do you
ever wonder why you shouldn’t have a cow but you should seize a bull by its horns?
Who has the better reputation in language—cats or dogs? Do you sometimes feel that
our speech is all smoke and mirrors or that our expressions simply make no sense? In
Watch Your Tongue, award-winning author Mark Abley explores the phrases, idioms,
and clichés of our everyday language. With wit and subtle wisdom, he unravels the
mysteries of these expressions, illuminating the history, tradition and stories behind
everything we say. Pulling examples from Shakespeare’s plays to sports team names,
ancient Rome to Twitter, Abley shares samples and anecdotes of the eccentric ways
that we play with, parse, and pattern language. Why do so many companies use fruit
for their brand names? What do politicians mean when they say they’re going to “drain
the swamp”? Why does English use chickens to signify cowardice? Abley dives into the
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history and psychology behind these examples and countless others, unpacking their
significance (and sheer absurdity) to show how our language developed, where it is
headed, and what we can learn about ourselves from it. Whimsically illustrated, easily
browsable, and full of catchy sidebars, Watch Your Tongue celebrates how we amuse
ourselves with words and what our sayings reveal about the way we see the world.
Discover hundreds of entertaining and often hilarious etymological journeys, by the
bestselling author of Can Holding in a Fart Kill You? English is filled with curious,
intriguing and bizarre phrases. This book reveals the surprising, captivating and even
hilarious origins behind 400 of them, including: • Read between the Lines • Cat Got
Your Tongue? • Put a Sock in It • Close, but No Cigar • Bring Home the Bacon •
Caught Red-Handed • Under the Weather • Raining Cats and Dogs Perfect for trivia
and language lovers alike, this entertaining collection is the ultimate guide to
understanding these baffling mini mysteries of the English language.
More bling for the buck! The #1 guide to American slang is now bigger, more up-todate, and easier to use This new edition of McGraw-Hill’s Dictionary of American Slang
and Colloquial Expressions offers complete definitions of more than 12,000 slang and
informal expressions from various sources, ranging from golden oldies such as . . .
golden oldie, to recent coinages like shizzle (gangsta), jonx (Wall Street), and ping (the
Internet). Each entry is followed by examples illustrating how an expression is used in
everyday conversation and, where necessary, International Phonetic Alphabet
pronunciations are given, as well as cautionary notes for crude, inflammatory, or taboo
expressions. This edition also features a fascinating introduction on “What is Slang?,”
a Thematic Index that cross-references expressions by standard terms--such as Angry,
Drunk, Food, Good-bye, Mess-up, Money, and Stupidity--and a Hidden Word Index that
lets you identify and locate even partially remembered expressions and phrases.
Learn hundreds of English idioms, phrases, sayings and expressions in a fun and
engaging way! Sound like a native speaker with these common idioms that are used in
the USA. Find out how people speak English in real life. That's where The Big Book of
American Idioms comes in. You'll see what the idiom means, the history behind it and
then see how it's used in some example sentences. It's everything you need to "bone
up" on your English vocabulary! Get your copy of The Big Book of American Idioms to
improve your English quickly and easily. Jackie Bolen has nearly fifteen years of
experience teaching ESL/EFL to students in South Korea and Canada. With her help,
you'll improve your English vocabulary and conversational skills in no time at all! Pick
up a copy of the book today if you want to... Have hundreds of idioms in American
English at your fingertips. See how the idioms are used in real life. Improve your
American English. Speak English fluently and confidently. Have some fun while
learning English. Improve your TOEFL, TOEIC, or IELTS score. These are the English
idioms that you'll hear over and over again in real life. Speak more fluently and gain
some confidence with this book. Pick up your copy of the book today. The Big Book of
American Idioms: A Comprehensive Dictionary of English Idioms, Expressions, Phrases
& Sayings by Jackie Bolen will help you stay motivated while consistently improving
your English skills.
Words
Spanish Phrase Book
Common American Phrases
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Hair of the Dog to Paint the Town Red
The Illustrated Histories of Everyday Expressions
White Fragility
Common American Phrases in Everyday Contexts, 3rd EditionMcGraw Hill
Professional
With more than 7,000 up-to-date phrases, this dictionary covers situations
from talking to a doctor to ordering a meal, and helps learners
communicate personal feelings, and make small talk.
Up-to-date reference, organized for quick access to phrases related to
greetings, transportation, shopping, emergencies, and other common
circumstances. Over 700 entries include terms for modern
telecommunications, idioms, and slang. Phonetic pronunciations
accompany phrases.
Easy Spanish Phrase Book
Common Sense
770 Basic Phrases for Everyday Use
Discover the True Stories Behind the English Language's 64 Most Popular
Idioms
2500 Super Helpful Phrases and Words You'll Want for Your Trip to Spain Or
South America
The Curious Origins of Everyday Sayings and Fun Phrases
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